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added multiples of three sequence, 16–22, 28
algebraically equivalent, 85, 170
algorithm, 58
APR, 326
arithmetic growth
conceptual statement, 39

arithmetic growth, 39
compared to other models, 393
compared to quadratic growth, 124
difference equation, 42
functional equation, 49
sum, 155, 158

asymptote, 251
axis of symmetry, 173, 175

base of an exponential function, 248
bee ancestor example, 227
bee ancestor model, 227
break-even points, 193
Burgi, 260
butterfly effect, 400

center line for parabola, 173, 175
chaos, 234, 373, 390
butterfly effect, 400
future prediction, 400
graph of onset, 402
nonlinear difference equations, 394, 395
patterns in, 405
self-similarity, 406
slight changes in parameters, 392

coefficients, 169
quadratics, 174

common logarithm, 258
comparison of different kinds of models, 393
complex numbers, 177
computer network example, 150
continuous
variable, 271

continuous variable, 63, 75
cost, 191
counting numbers, 4

data table, 15
decay, 42
deductive proof, 131
demand, 107, 190

dependent variable, 74
descending form, 169
difference equation, 29
and functional equation, 47, 393
arithmetic growth, 42
computer model, 151
different types compared, 393
family, 42
geometric growth, 202, 203
initial value, 30
linear and nonlinear, 393, 394
loan payments, 327
logistic growth, 363, 365, 366
mixed growth, 298
quadratic growth, 124, 127
standard form, 126

refined logistic growth, 410
water tank, 223

differences, 122
second, 123

direct rule, 20
discrete variable, 63, 75
drug dosage model, 319

𝑒, 262, 290
effective rate, 232
equation
difference, 29
functional, 28

equations, functions, and expressions, 82
equilibrium value, 307, 308
equivalent, 85, 170
even number reciprocal sequence, 15, 18, 20, 21,

28
examples
added multiples of three sequence, 16–22, 28,
121, 126, 134

bee ancestors, 227
carbon dioxide, 2, 39, 43, 345
cell phone company, 109
college tuition, 64
compound interest, 231
computer network, 150, 174
copper demand, 339
even number reciprocal sequence, 15, 18, 20,
21, 28
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fish population, 360, 411
flu epidemic, 41
free fall, 142
grain mixture, 96, 105
handshakes, 153
heat transfer, 234, 275, 340
house construction, 155
internet video, 342
iPod sales, 380, 421
Laffer curve, 45
library fines, 41, 49
mold growth, 374
mouse population, 220
oil consumption, 182
oil reserves, 158
polar ice cap, 147
population growth, 233
pumpkin growth, 377
radial keratotomy, 336
radioactive decay, 233, 270, 271
repeated drug doses, 298, 319
repeated loan payments, 325
satellite fuel, 41, 44, 49, 102
second fish population, 371, 413
soft drinks, 107, 112, 190
T-shirts, 69
tape recorder, 143
time of death, 59
trout length and weight, 279
water quality, 272
water tank, 222, 232
yeast population, 427

exponent rules, 254
in box, 257

exponential equation, 248
exponential function, 247
asymptote, 251
base, 248
base e, 262
definition, 248
graphs, 250
no 𝑥-intercept, 251
shifted, 277, 281, 307
solving equations, 257
two-step computation method, 293
𝑦-intercept, 251

expressions, equations, and functions, 82

factored form, 184
falling body example, 142
Fibonacci numbers, 230
find-𝑎𝑛 question, 73
find-𝑛 question, 73
fixed point, 310, 311
in logistic growth, 369

fixed population, 369
formula, 370

function evaluation, 74
function inversion, 74

functional equation, 28
and difference equation, 47, 393
arithmetic growth, 49
different types compared, 393
geometric growth, 209, 210
inversion, 258
mixed growth, 302, 306
quadratic growth, 129, 134
refined logistic growth, 418, 420
derivation, 419

functions, equations, and expressions, 82

Galileo, 142
Gauss, Karl F., 131
geometric decay, 233
geometric growth, 201
applications, 231
compound interest, 231
population growth, 233
radioactive decay, 233
tank models, 232

compared to other models, 393
constant growth factor definition, 204
constant percentage increase or decrease, 212
continuous and discrete variables, 224
continuous model, 271
data based, 275
difference equation, 202, 203
empirical examples, 227
examples
bee ancestors, 227
heat transfer, 234
mouse population, 220
temperature probe data, 275
trout length and weight data, 279
water quality, 272
water tank, 222

functional equation, 209, 210
graphs, 205
growth factor, 202
recognizing instances of, 203
sequence definition, 201
strong statement, 225
structural examples, 220

geometric series, 304, 306
geometric sum, 335, 339, 340
grain mixture problem, 96, 105
graph, 17
graphical method, 46
for quadratic equation, 135

graphs
exponential functions, 250
geometric growth, 205
linear equations, 89
logistic functions, 424
logistic growth, 376
mixed growth, 307
quadratic functions and equations, 172
quadratic growth, 128
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relating two successive data values, 394
shifted exponential function, 307
transition to chaos, 402

growth factor, 202
straight-line model, 361
variable, 361

half-life, 233
heat transfer, 234, 340
house construction example, 155

independent variable, 74
inflection point, 424
initial term, 30
initial value, 30
integers, 4
intercept
𝑥-intercept
exponential function graph, 251

𝑥-intercept, 89
quadratic graph, 175

𝑦-intercept, 89
exponential function graph, 251
quadratic graph, 174

interest
compound, 231

inverting a function, 183
inverting a functional equation, 258
irrational number
base 𝑒, 262
from a square root, 177

isotope, 233

limited population growth, 359, 364, 409, 415
linear
difference equation, 393, 394
equation, 82
graphs, 89
many solutions, 87
no solution, 87
point-slope form, 94
slope-intercept form, 84, 92
standard form, 84
two-intercept form, 95

function, 82
operational definition, 83

linearity assumption, 102
loan payments, 325
difference equation, 327

logarithm
base 2, 262
base 𝑒, 262
common, 258
natural, 263

logarithmic functions, 258
logistic
curve, 419
function, 419, 423

logistic growth, 359

chaos, 373, 390
compared to other models, 393
difference equation, 363, 365, 366
examples
fish population, 360
iPod sales, 380
mold growth, 374
nonexample, 380
pumpkin growth, 377
real data, 377, 380
second fish population, 371, 413

fixed population, 369
fixed population formula, 370
graphs, 376
leveling off, 364, 369, 371, 373
no functional equation, 364, 374
not leveling off, 371, 372, 396
oscillation, 372
parameters, 365, 366
statement in box, 364

mathematical model, 1, 57
computer network, 150
continuous, 271
drug dosage, 319
falling bodies, 142
families compared, 393
family, 121
fish population, 360, 411, 413
heat transfer, 234, 340
house contruction, 155
iPod sales, 380, 421
loan payments, 325
logistic, 359
mixed, 297
quadratic growth, 121
refined logistic, 408
yeast population, 427

mixed growth, 297
difference equation, 298
difference equation definition, 299
equilibrium value, 307, 308
examples
drug dosage, 319

functional equation, 302, 306
graphs, 307
recognizing instances of, 299
sequence verbal definition, 297
structural examples, 319
suggested by data, 342

mixed model
compared to other models, 393
heat transfer, 340
leveling off, 320
loan payments, 325

modeling methodology., 390
mouse population example, 220

Napier, 260
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natural log, 263
negative growth, 42
Newton’s Law of Cooling, 234, 236, 277
nominal rate, 232, 326
nonlinear, 46
nonlinear difference equation, 393, 394
nonlinearity
quadratic functions, 174

numerical method, 43, 49
for quadratic equation, 135

open upward or downward, 173
oscillation, 373

parabola, 128, 173
parameter, 42
effect on predictions, 391
in monthly payment formula, 334
logistic growth, 365, 366
quadratic growth, 127
utility in family of models, 335

parenthesis notation, 19
point-slope equation, 94
polynomial approximation
for exponential functions, 290

population growth, 233
limited, 359, 364, 409, 415

position number, 15
proof, 131
proportional reasoning, 112
invalid for quadratic functions, 174
invalid for quadratic growth models, 153

quadratic
equation
standard form, 169

quadratic equation, 136
no solution, 178, 181

quadratic formula, 181
quadratic function
structural, 190

quadratic graphs
axis of symmetry, 173, 175
center line, 173, 175
high and low points, 175
summary in box, 184
vertex, 175
𝑥-intercepts, 175
𝑦-intercept, 174

quadratic growth, 121
alternate verbal description, 126
and proportional reasoning, 153
and sums of arithmetic growth models, 158
applications, 142
compared to arithmetic growth, 124
compared to other models, 393
constant 2nd difference definition, 123
difference equation, 124, 127
standard form, 126

falling bodies, 142
functional equation, 129, 134
graphs, 128
house construction example, 155
network problems, 150
parameters, 127
structural, 155
verbal definition, 122

radioactive decay, 233
random stranger test, 8
recursion, 20
recursive analysis, 153
quadratic growth, 150

recursive rule, 20
refined logistic growth, 408
difference equation, 410
examples
fish population, 411
iPod sales, 421
real data, 421, 427
second fish population, 413
yeast population, 427

functional equation, 418, 420
derivation, 419

refined logistic growth assumption, 410
relative error, 280
revenue, 191
robustness, 391
root, 176
rule
direct, 20
for a pattern, 4
recursive, 20

rules of exponents, 254
in box, 257

running total, 155, 156, 336

second differences, 123
self-similarity, 406
sequence, 4
terms, 4

shifted exponential function, 277, 281, 307
shortcut
geometric series, 304
sums of powers, 304, 306
sums of whole numbers, 130, 132

slope, 90
slope formula, 91
slope-intercept equation, 92
slope-intercept form, 84
solving equations
exponential, 257, 261, 264
for one variable in terms of another, 88
graphical and numerical methods, 257
in factored form, 185
linear, 86
quadratic, 176, 181, 184

square root, 177
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strong geometric growth assumption, 225
structural linearity, 106
structural quadratic function, 190
structural quadratic growth, 155
subscript, 18
subscript notation, 19
sum
for arithmetic growth model, 155
for geometric growth sequence, 335, 339, 340
shorthand notation, 131
three-dot notation, 131

sums, 156, 336
symmetry
in quadratic graph, 173

tank model, 232
temperature probe data example, 275
terms of a sequence, 4
tetrahedral numbers, 11, 123, 168
theoretical method, 50
three dot notation, 131
trend line, 147
triangular numbers, 11
trout weight and length example, 279
two-intercept equation, 95

variable
continuous, 63, 75
dependent, 74
discrete, 63, 75
independent, 74

vertex of a parabola, 175

water quality example, 272
water tank model, 222
whole numbers, 4

yield, 232

zero of a function, 176


